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SUMMARY 
Extensive reading has been widely known to be benefieial to language learning of students at all 
levels. However, ft is not always carried out successfully for some reasons such as materials 
shortage or lack of checking schemes. This paper describes an online-extensive reading course 
with the help of Edmodo which was set up to help second year students improve theu reading 
skills at School of Foreign Languages - Thai Nguyen University (SFL - TNU). The paper is 
devided mto two main sections. Fust, the paper reveals how an online extensive readmg course 
was set up and operated and how the teacher could check students' readmgs using Edmodo. 
Second, the paper presents the data of books from the library that arouse students' interests and 
their attitudes toward the course. The research results suggest what materials may meet students 
concerns, what they think about the course and can serve as a model for small projects that could 
be done m readmg classes in the settings of regional universities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For many people, reading Is not only a source 
of learning but also a source of enjoyment. A 
good reading competence is a necessity for 
those who desire to succeed in academic 
careers in paticular and in many other 
professions in general. Therefore, in many 
curricula, reading capacity is highly valued 
and required by all students. However, not all 
students are able to master this skill; they still 
struggle with making sense of texts or 
boosting their reading speed. Reasons for 
these situations are various, including wrong 
reading approaches, unsatisfactory reading 
schedules or lack of reading resources. 
With reference to specific situation for 
teachmg and learning English at School of 
Foreign Languages, Thai Nguyen University, 
the Vietnamese Educational Ministry requires 
English learning students to get CI level at all 
four skills after 4 years at universities. Basing 
on students' current reading levels and the 
intensive reading curricula in which only two 
periods per week are devoted to teaching 
reading, it is highly demanding for students to 
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boost their reading competence without doing 
extra reading outside classrooms. 
Recently, some extensive reading courses 
have been integrated into the intensive 
reading courses, but the results have not been 
satisfactory due to materials shortage, lack of 
accountability schemes or students' 
motivation. Therefore, this research was 
carried out to set up an extensive reading 
course which aims at solving all the problems 
mentioned above and helping increase 
students' reading levels. 
Extensive reading 

According to Stanley (2007)[6], Reading Is a 
process of constructing meaning from written 
text. It is a complex skill requiring the 
coordination of interrelated sources of 
information. Recently, researchers have 
identified significant influence of reading on 
academic aehivement. Reading can help 
students extend vocabulary, syntax and other 
language expertise that will empower theu 
use of the larget language. In order to get 
maximum benefits from reading, readers need • 
to be involved in both intensive and extensive 
reading activities. However, This paper 
focuses only on extensive reading. 
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It is believed Uiat Harold Palmer was the first 
person to use the term of extensive reading ui 
foreign language teaching. In his view, 
extensive reading means that students read a 
great deal and read quickly. He also stated 
tiiat books were read for both language study 
and real-world experiences. According to 
Jacobs & Gallo (2002) [4], in extenstive 
reading, students read silently a large number 
of materials which are usually at a level that 
permits them to obtain at least a fair 
understanding of what they are reding 
without outside help. 

In summary, extensive reading involves 
learners' reading large quantities of texts for 
enjoyment and developing 
general reading skills. 

Characteristics of a Successful Extensive 
Reading (ER) Program 
Day and Bamford (1998) [2] claimed tiiat a 
successfiil ER program should have 10 
principles. They stated: 
These are what we believe are the basic 
ingredients of extensive reading. We 
encourage teachers to use them as a way to 
examine their belief about reading in general 
and extensive reading In paticular, and the 
ways they teach foreign language reading. We 
posit these ten principles in the hopes that 
others will consider them and react to them. 
Theu top 10 principles were: 

1. The reading material is easy. 

2. A variety of reading material on a wide 

range of topics is available. 

3. Learners choose what they want to read. 

4. Learners read as much as possible. 

5. The puipose of reading is usually related to 
pleasure, information and general 
understanding. 

6. Readmg is its own reward. 

7. Readmg speed is usually faster rather than 
slower. 

8. Readmg is individual and silent. 

9. Teachers orient and guide their students. 
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10. The teacher is a role model of a reader. 

[3; pp. 137-141] 
In reality, not all 10 ER principles have been 
always practiced in ER programs around the 
world. In each ER course, teachers just adopt 
some specific principles which are suitable 
for their ER contexts. For example, students 
were required to write a report on each book 
they have read. In this case, principle 6 
"Reading is its own reward" was not used. 
Accordmg to Kweon and Kim (2008) [1], 
they did not mention 10 principles. In their 
ER programs, students had to read each text 
careflilly to understand the meaning of the 
story because they were required to take a 
detailed comprehension quizz at the 
beginning ofthe following class. 
These issues raise a question about what 
extensive reading really means. In fact, there 
is no obvious answer and also no single 
approach to the practice of extensive reading. 
Setting up an extensive reading program 
According to Richard (2013) [5], an extensive 
reading program requires a great deal of 
planning and should be taken In at least 6 
months. The following decisions should be 
made before the program: 
What should the students read? 
Reading materials should be easy enough for 
students to read to get an overall 
understanding. Such materials may range 
from comic books, online texts to short 
stories. In addition, materials such as graded 
readers which are written for foreign language 
learners are a usefril source of extensive 
reading. These include sunply books, fiction 
and nonfiction iii which the content is 
contiolled to match students' language 
competence. 

How much reading should students do? 
There are two ways to assign students' 
reading tasks. Firstly, students is demanded to 
read something weekly and are awarded 
credit to their final grades depending on how 
much they can read. Secondly, students can 
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set their own goals in their readmg with the 
help of the teacher who could give them 
advise on how to set a reasonable target 
number of books per week or month and 
encourage tem to meet the goals. 
Where should reading be done - in class, out 
ofclass,or both? 

Generally, most of the extensive reading is 
done out of class when students are able to 
spend a significant amount of time on it. 
However, some teachers occasionally ask 
their students to read in class to show them 
the importance of reading. 
How should students' reading be graded? 
There are some possible ways to assess 
students' extensive reading. The most 
common approach is to use reading targets 
and if students meet the targets, they are 
awarded to the final grades. In addition, an 
internet program called Mreader, includmg 
comprehensive questions on a large number 
of books, is freely used by schools to check 
the students' reading ability.. 
How should the program be introduced and 
advertised to the students? 
According to Day & Bamford (2002)[3], 
students should be intioduced about extensive 
reading and provided essential guidance as 
they read. Moreover, they should also be 
stressed on the benefits of extensive readfiig: 

- help students read faster and understand 
more; 

- help them to read in meaningful phrases, 
rather than word hy word; 

- increases their confidence in their reading 
ability; 

- increase their reading knowledge; 

- consolidate their grammatical knowledge; 
and 

- helps improve their writing proficiency and 
oral fluency. 

Another factor that teachers should consisder 
is to encourage them to read what they like. 

As they have to read a large number of books, 
it is vital for them to enjoy their readings. 
They should be also guided that it is not 
necessary to read for 100% of understanding. 
If they meet new words, they should ignore 
them, keep reading and try to guess the 
meaning of those words. 
METHODOLODY 

Brief descriptioD of the current reading 
curriculum 

As mentioned m the introduction, English 
learning students at School of Foreign 
Languages, Thai Nguyen University, Vietnam 
has 2 periods of reading per week. In the 
curriculum, it is expected that after 4 years at 
university, students, almost at A2 level of 
English, are able to get at least B2 to graduate. 
In theoiy, it is impossible for them to meet this 
goal if they do not spend sufficient time 
practicmg their language skills in general, 
reading in paticular outside the class. One of 
the current solutions to the problem is to assign 
more reading tasks for students to do at home, 
However, students often feel stiessed and tued 
of such readings. As a result, many of them 
manage not to read and get unsatisfactory 
results at their final exams. 
Brief description of the on-line extensive 
reading site: er-central.com 
This is an online extensive reading site with 
large quantities of interesting books, 
including a wide range of genres. All the 
books are graded according to levels and it is 
possible for the teacher to view reading 
progress of all students m the class. On the 
site, students are able to read, listen and do 
comprehension and vocabulary quizzes. In 
addition, there Is no cost for using it; 
therefore, every student can assess the site for 
free provided hey have access to internet. 
Brief descriptioD of edmodo software 
Edmodo is a free educational website which 
students and teachers can reach out to one 
another and connect by sharing ideas, 
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problems, and helpful tips. A teacher can QI: Did you like reading stories on "er-
assign and grade work on the site. Students central.com" website? 
can also get help ftom the entire class on a Yes 
Edmodo. It is a safe studying environment ^ j^o 
because the teacher can see everything which ^^, . ^ . ^ ^ ^j. ^^^ f„„„„i„g .y , , , j„ y„„ 
is posted on Edmodo. Parents can jom the ^^^^ j;^^,y j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^̂ ^̂ ^ ^^ _,̂ ^^^ ,̂ 
class to view their children's studying. j j . 

a. Reading speed and understanding 
Course procedure 1̂  Writing skills 
35 second-year students, who are identified as „ 

.. . , . • J • -• Grammar 
average proficient learners, were involved in 
the stiidy. These average learners got tiie -̂ vocabulary 
reading score ranging from 5- 6.5 in the «̂- Interest in reading 
previous term. The followmg is the schedule f. Others: 
of the extensive reading course which was 
carried out m 15 weeks based on the reading 
curriculum ofthe school. Q3: What difficulties did you meet when 
Week l:The teacher registered a personal reading die books? 
account and an institution account on the 
online extensive readmg site. Then she 
assessed the site by the institution account Q^:'.^^ recommendations do yon want tc 
and loaded students' accounts he/she wanted _^̂ ^̂  ^̂  .^^^^^^ ^^^ „^^, ^^^^,, 
to manage there. In class, the teacher 
announced students' accounts and asked them 
to read two stories on the site weekly. After -
reading, they were asked to write a short Q5: Would you prefer to undergo another 
writing about tiie stories tfiey have just read extensive reading course m the next term? 
(story reflection) and send them to the teacher a. Yes 
through edmodo software. 1̂  j^j^ 
Week 2-13: Students began reading stories. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Weekly, the teacher viewed students' ^ , ^ r , . , , - , x - * u 

. . . J. , . J , . Question 1: Students' interest m the 
progress m theu readmg on the site and their 

_, J , , - . , , , extensive readmg course 
writing on Edmodo and reminded those who r 
did not complete the assigment. Students' responses Yes No 

Week 14: The teacher asked students to send 35 0 
their reading records to her email to check the " "̂  
whole readmg progress of them and she also t̂ '^ clearly seen that 100% of tiie participants 
checked all students' writmg on Edmodo one enjoyed their reading on the site. It can be 
more time. inferred that the books are diversified in 
, , , , , _ - , ^ , J . . . . , contents and genres and could engage 
Week 15: The teacher announced students , ,.* 
^ J. , ... , students in reading, 

reading and writing progress, gave mark " 
rewards to them and asked them to do a Question 2: Which of the following skills do 
survey questlonaire about their attitiides you most likely improve after the course? 
toward the course in 15 minutes. The As seen in the table below, most of the 
following are the questions: students gave positive comments on their 
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progress. 100% ofthe participants stated that 
they could improve their vocabualry 
knowledge after the course. In addition, 30 out 
of 35 students thought they could upgrade their 
reading speed and understanding and grammar 
by weekly readmg. Over 80% of them also 
believed that by improving their vocabulary 
and grammar and writing story relection every 
week, they were able to improve their vtritlng 
skills. Fuially, over 65% supposed that they 
became more mterested in readmg, which 
means a lot in establishing a habit of reading 
everyday for leamers. 

Questions 

1. Reading speed and 

understandmg 

2. Writing skills 

3. Grammar 

4. Vocabulaiy 

5. hiterest in readmg 

6. Others 

Students i' responses 

30 

29 
30 

35 
20 

0 

Question 3: Students* difficulties when 
reading 

With reference to this question, only 20 
students had the answers. Most of them 
(18/20) stated that they lacked vocabulary 
when reading the stories, which prevented 
them from understanding the text. This issue 
should be noticed by the researcher who is 
well advised to reconsisder the level of books 
students are reading. The remaining two 
students had difficulties in reading online. 
They prefered reading hard versions of the 
book because this made them feel more 
comfortable, which is easily understood 
because some people are not of the habit of 
reading online. 

Question 4: Students* recommendations to 
improve the next extensive reading course 
Regarding this question, merely 5 students 
gave their suggestions. All of them supposed 
that there should be more sources of readmg 
so that they had more choices. 3 of them even 
stated that they would like to read more than 
two stories a week. In addition, two in five 

answerers recommended the researcher to 
provide hard copies of the book. In brief, 
although there were just a few responses to 
this question, the suggestions are valuable for 
the researcher to make necessary changes in 
the next course. 

Question 5: Students' desire to do the next 
extensive reading course 

Students' responses Yes No 

35 0 

As can be seen from the table, although 
having some difficulties in reading, all 
students desired to continue the course in the 
next term. It can be inferred that all students 
were aware of the benefits of their reading 
and could feel their improvement after the 
extensive reading course. 
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
In order for extensive readmg to be successful, 
there are many factors to be considered. Based 
on the findings, it can be concluded that 
although reading levels were not actually 
suitable for students' reading competence, 
such kinds of graded books motivated students 
to read and enabled them to improve many 
aspects of language including reading and 
vmting skills, grammar and vocabulary. 
Another success of the course is being able to 
arouse students' interest in readmg, which is a 
vital factor to make them read regularly 
without feeling stressed. 
Carefiil implementation of the extensive 
reading course also played an important role 
in achieving the benefits mentioned above, 
especially cheeking students' readings and 
writings on Edmodo. It required the teacher to 
spend a considerable amount of time on doing 
these jobs. If not done carefully, it was easy 
to demotivate students or students are able to 
cheat in the course. 

From the information above, it is 
recommended that such extensive reading 
course should be continued in larger scale 
with some modification to engage all students 
in the course. 
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T6M TAT 
NHAN THU*C CUA SINH VIEN DOI \(N KHOA DOC MCF RQNG 
THV'C TUYtN VCa S ^ TRO GIUP CUA M ^ G XA H p i EDMODO 

^ Vfl Thi Thanh Huf 
Khoa Ngogi ngii - DH Thdi Nguyen 

Dpc md rOng dugc cho \h tit hfiu ich d6i vdi smh viSn ngdn ngii 6 mpi trinh d§. Tuy nhiSn khong 
phai liic n^o nd cfing duoc thuc hifn thdnh cdng do m$t s6 nguySn nhSn nhu vifc thieu tSi heu dgc 
hay thiSu cdc hlnh thiic kiSm tra ddnh gid. Bdi bdo ndy migu td m$t khda dgc md r§ng true tuy^n 
vdi s\r trg giilp cila mang xS h^i Edmodo. Kh6a hgc dugc tiln hdnh vdi myc ti6u cai thi^n k5' ndng 
dgc hieu cua sinh vien ndm thii hai, Khoa Ngo^i ngtt, D^i hgc Thdi N^ygn . Bdi bdo dugc chia 
thdnh hai phan chfnh. Phan thii nhat mi€u td chi tiSt cdch thtrc tao l|.p m$t kh6a dgc true tuy^n vd 
cdc phuong thiic gido vien c6 the dp d\mg de kilm tra tiln trinh dgc hilu cOa sinh vi6n. Phin thii 
hai gi6i thieu cdc dtt lieu sdch true tuyin vd phdn tich thdi dO cila smh vifin d6i vdi todn bd kh6a 
hgc. Kit qud cî a bdi bdo Id mgt vi d\i diln htnh vl m$t khda dgc md rgng true tuyin nhdm cdi 
thifn ky ndng dgc hieu cua sinh vien ng6n ngtt. 
Tii khda: Dgc md rgng, thiet Igp, khda hgc, mgng xa h^i Edmodo, thdi dg 
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